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Abstract
Classicalmechanics is based on the notion thatmatter consists of persistent particles that canbe
reidentified(or tracked) across time.However, themathematical symmetrizationprocedures(due to
Dirac (1926Proc. R. Soc.A112 661) andHeisenberg (1926Z. Phys. 38 411) andFeynman (1965Quantum
Mechanics andPath Integrals 1st edn (NewYork:McGraw-Hill)))used to describe identical particles
within the quantum formalismarewidely interpreted as implying that identical quantumparticles are
not persistent(so that the concept of ‘the sameparticle’ is notmeaningful)or are persistent but not
reidentifiable.However, it has not provedpossible to rigorously reconcile these interpretationswith the
fact that identical particles are routinely assumed tobe reidentifiable in particular circumstances—for
example, a track in a bubble chamber is interpreted as a sequence of bubbles generated by one and the
sameparticle (Mirman1973 IlNuovoCimento18B 110; deMuynck 1975 Int. J. Theor. Phys. 14 327;Dieks
andLubberdink2011Found. Phys.411051; Jantzen2011Phil. Sci.7839).Moreover, these interpretations
donot account for themathematical formof the symmetrizationprocedures, leavingopen theoretical
possibilities other thanbosonic and fermionic behavior, such as paraparticles (Messiah andGreenberg
1964Phys. Rev. 136), whichhowever donot appear to be realized innature.Herewepropose that the
quantummechanical behavior of identical particles is amanifestationof anovel kindof complementarity,
a complementarity of persistence andnonpersistence.Accordingly, identical ‘particles’ are neither
persistent nornonpersistent; rather, these terms are to be understood as descriptors of differentmodelsof
the same experimental data.Weprove the viability of this viewpoint by showinghowFeynman’s and
Dirac’s symmetrizationprocedures arise through a synthesis of a quantum treatment of persistence and
nonpersistencemodels of identical particle-like events, andby showinghow reidentifiability emerges in a
context-dependentmanner. Finally, by drawing on a reconstructionof Feynman’s formulationof
quantum theory (Goyal et al 2010Phys. Rev.A81 022109), we construct a precise parallel between the
proposedpersistence–nonpersistence complementary andBohr’swave–particle complementarity for
individual particles, anddetail their conceptual similarities anddissimilarities.

1. Introduction

Weordinarily conceive of the everyday physical world as consisting of objects that bear properties and that persist
through time. Developed early in life through our continual sensorimotor interactionwith the physical world,
this conception organizes our experience of the external world into a coherent, predictivemodel. In particular,
persistence underwrites our ability to say that the object one is seeing now is the same as a specific object that one
saw elsewhere at an earlier time. In practice, objects’ gradualmotion and slowly-varying characteristic
properties(such as shape and color) provide the perceptual handles that enable their reidentification.

Classical physics incorporates these keynotions—objects, properties, persistence, and reidentifiability—into its
abstract conceptual framework at a fundamental level. Persistence is reflected in the assumption that objects can be
labeled. Additionally, classicalmechanics posits that objects localized topoint-like regions of space—particles—are
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the fundamental constituents ofmatter.Much as in everyday experience, these particles canbe reidentifiedby
continuous tracking of theirmotion, andbymeasurement of their characteristic intrinsic properties(such asmass
and charge). In this framework, twoparticlesmaybe entirely identical in their intrinsic properties—a situation that
doesnot arise in everyday experience—yet remain reidentifiable by their distinct trajectories.

It is, however,widely accepted that thequantumtreatmentof assemblies of identical particles brings intoquestion
the assumptionsof persistence andreidentifiability.This challengewasfirst brought to light throughBose’s derivation
ofPlanck’s blackbody radiation formula [1], inwhich the calculationof thenumberofways inwhich a givennumberof
photons canbearrangedamongst cells inphase spaceonly takes into account thenumberofphotons in each cell. Thus,
unlikeBoltzmann’s corresponding calculation for gasmolecules, no account is takenofwhichphoton is inwhichcell.

Bose’s counting procedure admits twoquite distinct interpretations. First, that the photons arenot persistent, so
that the verynotionof ‘whichphoton is inwhich cell’ ismeaningless. Second, that thephotons, althoughpersistent,
arenot reidentifiableby anyobserver.Thefirst viewwas takenbymany contemporary physicists. For example, at the
1927SolvayConference, Langevin suggested that thenovel quantumstatistics pointed to a suppressionof the
‘individuality of the constituents of the system’ [2, p 453].Morepointedly, inhis 1950Dublin lectures [3],
Schroedinger states:‘If I observe a particle here andnow, andobserve a similar one amoment later at a place verynear
the formerplace, not only cannot I be surewhether it is ‘the same’, but this statement hasno absolutemeaning.’The
secondview is basedon the symmetrization procedure thatwas put forwardbyHeisenberg andDirac [4–6] as awayof
incorporatingBose’s novel countingprocedure andPauli’s exclusionprinciple into thenascent quantum formalism.
According toDirac [7, section54], what is special about identical particles is that they are ‘indistinguishable’—that is,
not reidentifiable—in the sense that observations provideno information aboutwhichparticle iswhich.

However, both of these interpretations are at oddswith assumptions that are routinelymade in the
interpretationof primary experimental data. For example, in an experiment inwhichwe say that electrons are
liberated at afilament, diffracted through a crystal lattice, and then impact a phosphorescent screen,wepresume
that each scintillation on the screen is due to the same electron thatwas emitted by thefilament, even though there
aremany other electrons in the laboratory.The correctness of the diffraction pattern calculated on the assumptionof
persistence demonstrates that the assumption is at least approximately valid in this instance. Yet, according to
Dirac’s symmetrization procedure, this electron is in a symmetrized statewith all the other electrons (irrespective
of its ostensible isolation from them), which implies that each has the same reduced state, and so is equally likely to
be found at any electron location (see, for instance, [8–12]). Similarly, thenotionof ‘particle tracks’ (say, in a bubble
chamber), which is a prerequisite to theprocessing of primary data inparticle physical experiments, implicitly
assumes object persistence—a sequenceof bubbles is deemed tohave been generated by the sameparticle, thus
constituting a ‘track’—evenwhen another particle identical to it lies simultaneously in the detector’sfield of view.

Additionally, neither of the above-mentioned interpretations provide a basis for accounting in detail for the
quantum rules employed in the treatment of identical particles. For example, although the nonpersistence view
naturally accounts for Bose’s photon-counting procedure, it provides no clue as to the origin of Pauli’s exclusion
principle, which (in amodification of Bose’s procedure)was implemented by Fermi as a single-occupancy limit
on each phase-space cell [13]. Similarly, althoughDirac’s non-reidentifiability view explains why a system
initially placed in a symmetric or antisymmetric statewill remain in the same type of state under temporal
evolution, it does not explain why a system cannot be in a nonsymmetric state(specifically, in a linear
combination of symmetric and antisymmetric states) in thefirst place. Dirac’s view also leaves open the
theoretical possibility that a systemof three ormore particles could exhibit so-called parastatistical behavior, a
possibility for which no experimental evidence has been found(see [7, section 54] and [14])1. Experimental

1
In the paper inwhich he originally addressed the subject, Dirac gave an argument that purported to derive the fact that a systemof two

identical particles can occupy only symmetric or antisymmetric states [4, section 3]. The fact that this argument does not generalize to three
ormore particles was pointed out byWigner [19, 20]. In apparent reference to this result, Dirac subsequently speaks of the restriction to
(anti-)symmetrical states as an empirical fact (‘The invariance and permanence of the symmetry properties of the statesmeans that for some
particular kind of particle it is quite possible for only symmetrical or only antisymmetrical states to occur in nature.Whether this is the case
cannot be decided by any general theoretical considerations, but can be settled only by reference to special experimentally determined facts
about the particles in question.’ [6, section 62, p 201]). In the third edition(1947) of [6], he adds:‘othermore complicated kinds of
symmetry are possiblemathematically, but do not apply to any known particles’ [21, section 54, p 211]. These difficulties notwithstanding,
variants ofDirac’s original(1926) argument are frequently encountered in textbooks of quantum theory. As pointed out, for instance, in
[14, 22], these arguments are unsatisfactory in that theymake implicit assumptions of an abstract nature. For example, a common argument
is that a stateψ(x1, x2) of two identical particlesmust be an eigenstate of the permutation operatorPwhich describes a ‘swap’ of the two
particles, fromwhich it follows that only symmetric or antisymmetric states are possible. However, it is not clearwhy physically realizable
states should be restricted to eigenstates ofP (this does not follow from the requirement that expectation values be the same for the original
and permuted state; such a requirement can be satisfied by restricting observables, A, to those that are permutation invariant, , 0A P =[ ] ,
without imposing any restriction on the allowable states [14]); and, even if such a restriction is granted, the argument does not generalize to
three ormore particles unless one rules out the possibility of describing the physical state of a system bymeans ofHilbert subspaces of
dimension higher than one(admitting this possibility leads to so-called paraparticles) [14, 19, 20]. Another common argument is to require
that the probability distribution x x,2 1

2y∣ ( ) ∣ associatedwith two ‘swapped’ particles be the same as x x,1 2
2y∣ ( ) ∣ , and to argue that this

impliesψ(x2, x1)=eifψ(x1, x2), and henceeif=±1, a condition only satisfied by symmetric or antisymmetric states. However, such an
argument tacitly assumes thatf is independent ofx1, x2 [22].
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searches for specific hypothetical deviations(‘quons’, for example [15]) frombosonic and fermionic behavior
have been carried out, but no such deviations have yet been reported(see, for example, [16–18]).

The above considerations suggest that neither interpretation is satisfactory, and that amore thoroughgoing
revision of our conceptual picture is necessary if we are to pinpoint the essential idea that underlies the behavior
of identical particles and rigorously account for the empirical success ofDirac’s symmetrization procedure.
Now, aswe have noted, identical particles sometimes behave as if persistent(for example, two electronsmoving
along distinct particle ‘tracks’), and sometimes as if nonpersistent(as in Bose’s photon-counting procedure).
This suggests that, rather than trying to account for this behavioral diversity on the basis of persistence or
nonpersistence alone, we instead attempt to combine both of these pictures in amore even-handedway.

In this paper, we develop a novel understanding of the quantummechanical treatment of identical particles
along these lines.We adopt an operational approach inwhich the rawdata consists of identical localized events.
To be concrete, one can think of observing afixed number of localized light-flashes of the same color at
successive times. At this stage, there are no ‘identical particles’ as such, only identical events.Weconstruct two
distinctmodels of these events, namely a persistencemodel and a nonpersistencemodel. These differ inwhether or
not it is assumed that successive events are generated by individual persistent entities(‘particles’).We then show
that thesemodels can each be describedwithin the Feynman formulation of quantum theory and be synthesized
to derive the Feynman’s formof the symmetrization procedure [23]. Aswe show elsewhere [24, 25] and
summarize here, this procedure can be transformed into a state-based symmetrization procedure which is
empirically adequate yet differs fromDirac’s procedure in form andmeaning, in particular allowing for the
natural emergence of reidentifiability in special cases.

We then show that the persistence and nonpersistencemodels, and themanner of their synthesis, satisfy the
key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of complementarity. Specifically, we show that thesemodels aremutually
exclusive, but that they can be synthesized to generate an empirically-adequate predictivemodel. On this basis,
we propose that the quantal behavior of identical particles reflects a complementarity of persistence and
nonpersistence, analogous to theway inwhich the behavior of an individual electron reflects a complementarity
of particle andwave.

Finally, we exhibit a precise parallel between our proposed persistence–nonpersistence complementarity
and Bohr’s wave-particle complementarity. In particular, we show that the Feynman amplitude sum rule can be
viewed as a synthesis of thewave and particlemodels of elementary constituents ofmatter in amanner that
formallymirrors theway inwhich a symmetrization procedure arises through a synthesis of persistence and
nonpersistencemodels of identical localized events. These two examples thereby illustrate how
complementarity can be turned into a precisemethodology for synthesizingmutually-exclusivemodels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define the concepts of persistence and
nonpersistence in an operationalmanner. In section 3, we outline the derivation of the symmetrization
procedure. In section 4, we describe our complementarity interpretation of identical particles in light of this
derivation, and establish a detailed parallel with Bohr’s wave-particle complementarity.We conclude in
section 5with a discussion of the broader context and some open questions such as the interpretation of the
quantumfield theoretic formalism in light of our complementarity interpretation of the quantummechanical
treatment of identical particles.

2.Operational framework

Our discussionwill be based on the fundamental notions of persistence and nonpersistence. In order to place these
notions on a clear footing, we begin by stepping back from the familiar theoretical frameworks of classical and
quantummechanics, and instead adopting an operational perspective. Such a perspective is helpful in
identifying assumptions that are of limited validity in physical domains remote from everyday experience, but
thatmay be too entrenched in our customary patterns of thought to be clearly and consistently perceived.

1. Positionmeasurements of localized events and their properties.Consider a situationwhere a position
measurement, implemented by afine grid of detectors that tile a region of space, is performed at discrete
timest1, t2, ...(seefigure 1). Here and subsequently, we restrict consideration to one spatial dimension for
simplicity. Suppose that only two detectors fire at each time.We can speak of each such detection as a localized
event(a ‘flash’). Suppose further that these detectors are capable not only of registering a localized event, but also
ofmeasuring some additional properties of this event. For concreteness, we henceforth imagine that there is just
one additional property, namely color; thus, at each time, one observes two colored flashes.

Let us further suppose that observation shows that these additional properties are conserved, in the sense
that the total number offlashes of each color seen at each time is the same. For example, at each time, one obtains
a blueflash and a red flash. If it should be the case that both of the localized events have the same additional
property values(for example, both theflashes are blue), we shall say they are identical. That is the situation that
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concerns us here. Finally, let us suppose that the system is isolated. Operationally, this can be established by
carrying out repeated trials, and showing that the probability over the locations of the two detections att2 are
determined by the locations att1, a conditionwe refer to as closure [26].

On the basis of these observations, we say that themeasurements are being performed on a ‘system’, namely
a persistent object that is such that (i)it yields two localized events at each timeti, and (ii)the property-
values(colors) of these events is conserved.

2.1. Persistencemodel
Wenow construct amodel of data inwhich two identical localized events are registered at each time. Let us
assume that there exist individual entities that persist in between these detections, and that these entities can
(informally) be said to cause these detections.We shall refer to these entities as particles on the understanding
that this word describes the localized, particle-like way that these entitiesmanifest themselves upon detection,
rather than implying anything about their nature between such detections.We ascribe intrinsic and extrinsic
properties to these particles. The former are the same as the additional propertiesmeasured of the localized
events, and their values are assumed to be constant. In this case, the flashes are the same color, sowe say that
there are two particles of the same color, andwe assume that the color of each particle is constant. As the colors of
two particles are the same, we shall say that they are identical.

On the basis of this persistencemodel, one can nowmeaningfully say that same particle is responsible for
detections at two different times. Suppose that events are detected at locationsℓ1 andℓ2 at timet1, and atm1

andm2 att2. Here we adopt the labeling convention thatℓ1,m1 are the left-most locations at each time.
According to the persistencemodel, even though the two events at each time are identical, one can say that one
or the other of the following propositions is true:

A=‘thesameparticle is responsible for thedetectionℓ1att1and thedetectionatm1att2,’ or
B=‘thesameparticle is responsible for thedetectionℓ1att1and thedetectionatm2att2.’

1. Reidentifiability. If it is possible for an observer to determinewhich of the above propositions is true, we
shall say that it is possible to reidentify each particle(seefigure 2). That is, reidentification is the observational
counterpart of the theoretical notion of persistence. As the particles are identical(same color), reidentification
on the basis ofmeasurement of their intrinsic properties is impossible, so that the possibility of reidentification
will hinge upon additional theoretical and operational considerations.

In particular, if onemakes the additional theoretical assumption that particlemotion is continuous, and
further assume that it is possible for an observer tomake non-disturbing positionmeasurements of arbitrary

Figure 1.Event detections and the persistencemodel. Left: two localized events are detected at the successive times in one spatial
dimension. Themeasurements at timet1 andt2 yield outcomesℓ1,ℓ2 andm1,m2, respectively, with the labeling convention that the
left-most locations areℓ1 andm1. An additional property—‘color’ in our example—of each event ismeasured, according towhich
the events are said to be nonidentical or identical. In the example here, the events are identical, illustrated by the two filled circles at
each time. The set of these additional properties at each time is conserved, illustrated here by there being two filled circles at each time.
Right: a persistencemodel of the data posits that two persistent entities(‘particles’) are responsible for these detections. Each particle is
ascribed color as an intrinsic property, whose value is constant. In the example here, the particles are the same color, and are thus
identical. On thismodel, one can say either that the same particle is responsible for detectionsℓ1 andm1(proposition A) or that the
same particle is responsible for 1ℓ andm2(proposition B).
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precision at arbitrarily high frequency, then reidentification(at arbitrarily high confidence level) of identical
particles is possible on the basis of themeasurement records.

2. Persistence grounds particle labels. If persistence is assumed, then either propositionA orB, as given above,
is true. This provides the basis for particle labeling. Specifically, let us label‘1’ the particle that was atℓ1 att1,
and label the other particle‘2’. Then, the configuration of the system att1 is given by the ordered pair(ℓ1,ℓ2),
and the configuration at timet2 is either(m1,m2) or(m2,m1). Each of the latter two ordered pairs thus reflects
not only the observed particle positions att2, but also—as a result of the theoretical assumption of persistence—
some information about the observed positions at the earlier (reference)time,t1. For example, the
configuration(m1,m2) specifies not only the information that there are two identical particles at locationsm1

andm2 (which is what is observed at t2), but also that the particle that is now atm1 was earlier atℓ1.
To say that reidentification is, in principle, possible,means that there exists an observer who can determine

which of these configurations—(m1,m2) or(m2,m1)—is in fact the case. But, for an observer who is not capable
of reidentification, there is a gap between the theoretical level of description of the system—the configuration—
and the information available to that observer. For example, att2, the theoretical descriptionmight be the
configuration(m1,m2), but the observer would be incapable of distinguishing this from(m2,m1).

3. Connection to classical mechanics. In classicalmechanics, persistence is assumed, and an ideal observer is
capable of reidentifying identical particles(provided they cannot coincide) by tracking their continuous
trajectories with arbitrary precision but without causing disturbance. Therefore, the theoretical and
observational descriptions coincide in the configuration r r,1 2( ) of two particles.

2.2. Nonpersistencemodel
Wecan, however, construct a secondmodel—a nonpersistencemodel—of the identical localized events inwhich
one does not presume that there are individual persistent entities that underlie the individual localized
detections. Rather, the two localized events at each time are regarded as amanifestation of a single abstract
‘system’ that persists. One is thus left with the bare data of localized events{ℓ1,ℓ2} att1 and{m1,m2} att2.
Repeated trials of the experiment would yield a conditional probability distribution m mPr , ,1 2 1 2ℓ ℓ({ } ∣ { }).

Figure 2.Reidentification of identical particles. Two identical localized events are detected at successive times. A persistencemodel of the
data posits that two identical persistent entities(‘particles’) are responsible for these detections. Reidentificationmay ormay not be
possible, depending uponwhether additional assumptions can bemade about the nature of the particles. Left: as the events are
identical(same colors), reidentification is not possible on the basis ofmeasurement of their intrinsic properties(colors) given only
observations att1 andt2.Right: if one has numerous observations between timest1 andt2, and if furthermodeling assumptions are
made(that the particlesmove continuously and are undisturbed bymeasurement), then approximate reidentification is possible. In
the idealized limit of an observer capable of observation of arbitrarily precision at arbitrarily high frequency(as presumed in classical
mechanics), perfect reidentification is possible.
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In such amodel, the only persistent object is an abstract ‘system’which yields two localized detection events
at eachmeasurement time. As this object is not analyzed into two separate persistent objects, the fundamental
techniques that one ordinarily employs in constructing particle-basedmodels are unavailable. For instance, in
classicalmechanics, one can start by positing that individual objectsmove uniformly if isolated, and then build
up amodel of a systemof how two such objects interact with one another by imposing constraints in the formof
conservation laws; but such amodel-building strategy hinges on an analysis of the system into persistent
individuals which is unavailable in the nonpersistencemodel.

3.Derivation of a symmetrization procedure

As indicated in the Introduction, the quantum treatment of identical particles brings the assumption of
persistence into question.Without the assumption that identical localized events are underpinned by individual
persistent entities, the possibility of creating amodel of the events based on analysis into persistent entities is
blocked.

On the other hand, we have observational evidence that persistence is at least approximately valid in
certain situations, for example in the case of identical localized events in a bubble chamber. In order to construct
a predictivemodel, we incorporate both of these pieces of observational evidence by formulating twomodels of
these events—one that assumes non-persistence and the other that assumes persistence—and then posit a
connection between them.

3.1. Synthesis of persistence and nonpersistence
To be specific, consider again the above experiment involving positionmeasurements at timest1 andt2.We
now construct two theoreticalmodels of this situationwithin the Feynman quantum formalism(see figure 3). In
the persistencemodel, irrespective of whether or not reidentification is possible, we can say that either one or the
other transition connects the observed data—a direct transition, where the particle that was atℓ1 att1 is found
atm1 att2; or an indirect transition fromℓ1 tom2. Let us denote the amplitudes of these transitionsα12

andα21, respectively.
The secondmodel, the nonpersistencemodel, does not presume that there are persistent entities that underlie

the observed localized detections. Accordingly, the only amplitude that one can associate with the given data in
thismodel is the transition amplitude,α, from the initial data{ℓ1,ℓ2} att1 to thefinal data{m1,m2} att2.

The connection between these twomodels takes the formof the operational indistinguishability postulate
(OIP), which posits that the amplitudes in the persistencemodel determine the amplitude in the nonpersistence
model. In the case ofmeasurements at two successive times under consideration here

H , , 112 21a a a= ( ) ( )
whereH is an unknown continuous complex-valued function to be determined.

TheOIP also applies to the case where one has observations at three successive times,t1, t2 andt3. In that
case, the persistencemodel has two possible transitions between timest1 andt2, and two possible transitions
between timest2 andt3, so that there are four possible transitions overall from timest1 tot3 viat2. Let the
amplitudes of these transitions be denotedγ11, γ12, γ21, andγ22. Then the generalization of equation (1) reads

G , , , , 211 12 21 22g g g g g= ( ) ( )
whereγ is the transition amplitude in the nonpersistencemodel, andG is a function to be determined.

Wenow incorporate the fact that there are situations inwhichwe commonly say that the particle observed
now is the ‘same’ as one previously observed via an isolation condition. This condition stipulates that, in the
limiting case that isolation obtain for one ofmore of the identical particles in a given system, they can be treated
as a persistent subsystem for the purpose ofmaking predictions. For example, if the electron in a hydrogen atom is
effectively isolated from all other electrons in a given system, thenwe can infer that the same electron is
responsible for the successive electron-detections in the atom.One can accordingly apply the quantum
formalism to this electron as if it were a (persistent)system. Formally, for the case of two identical events, the
isolation condition requires that the transition probability H ,12 21

2a a∣ ( )∣ is the same as the probability of the
persistence-model transition that has non-zero probability. For example, if the direct transition is the onewith
non-zero probability, then

H , 0 . 312
2

12
2a a=∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )

From the assumptions above, Feynman’s symmetrization procedure can be derived [24]. The key idea
behind the derivation is the recognition that the amplitude for a particular process in the nonpersistencemodel
can sometimes be computed in twodifferent ways, and, in these instances, consistency of the assumptions
implies that these calculational pathsmust agree. Each such call for consistency leads to a functional equation.

6
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For example, one obtains

G H H, , , , , . 412 12 12 21 21 12 21 21 12 21 12 21a b a b a b a b a a b b=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Solution of these functional equations yields

, 512 21a a a= ( )

where the±sign corresponds to bosonic or fermionic behavior. This is Feynman’s symmetrization rule for two
particles. The above derivation generalizes naturally toN identical particles.

3.2. Probabilistic reidentifiability
If one of the transition probabilities 12

2a∣ ∣ or 21
2a∣ ∣ ismuch smaller than the other, then the transition

probability H ,12 21
2a a∣ ( )∣ approximates to the largest of these probabilities. In that case, one can treat the

observational data as a probabilistic version of the persistencemodel, so that one has probabilistic reidentifiability
of the particles. Such a situation obtains, for example, for two electrons in the field of view of a particle chamber,
wherewe can roughly say that each electron travels along its own ‘track’, even though there is afinite
probability(as computed using the persistencemodel) of the electrons ‘swapping’ between tracks.

3.3. State representation of the symmetrization procedure
The amplitude-based symmetrization procedure given above can be re-expressed in terms of states and
observables, amore familiar arena for the description of quantumphenomena. Such a re-expression also
facilitates a direct comparisonwithDirac’s symmetrization procedure. To illustrate the key ideas, it suffices to
consider two particlesmoving in one dimension. In that case, one can [24] re-express equation (1) in terms of
states as

x x x x x x x x, , , . 61 2 1 2 2 1 1 2ID -y y y=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Although this relation resembles theDirac symmetrization postulate, it has a quite differentmeaning. First, the
states that occur on the left and right hand sides belong to differentmodels. The function IDy on the left hand
side is the state of the system as describedwithin the nonpersistencemodel. This state is defined over location-
space(or reduced configuration space), namelyx x1 2- , and is normalized over that space. Thus, in the
expression x x,1 2IDy ( ), xi is to be interpreted as the x-value of locationi. Consequently, x x dx dx,1 2

2
1 2IDy∣ ( )∣ is

the probability of detection of two identical particle-like events, one in the interval[x1, x1+dx1] and the other
in[x2, x2+dx2].

In contrast, the functionψ on the right hand side of equation (7) is the state of the system as represented in
the persistencemodel. It is defined(and normalized) over the full configuration space(x1, x2)ä R2. Thus, in the

Figure 3.Derivation of Feynman’s symmetrization procedure for two identical localized events. Positionmeasurements at timest1
andt2 yield outcomesℓ1,ℓ2 andm1,m2, respectively. Twomodels—a persistencemodel and a nonpersistencemodel—of this data
are constructed. (i)Left: according to the persistencemodel, persistent ‘particles’ are responsible for the individual detections. The
figures on the left show the transitions of two identical particles compatible with these outcomes according to thismodel:the ‘direct’
transition of amplitudeα12, and the ‘indirect’ transition of amplitudeα21. (ii)Right: in the nonpersistencemodel, it ismeaningless to
say that a given detection att2 was caused by the same thing as given detection att1. Accordingly, thefigure on the right shows the only
transition amplitude,α, that one canmeaningfully assign according to thismodel. The operational indistinguishability postulate(OIP)
posits the relationα=H(α12,α21) between the amplitudes in thesemodels, whereH is a complex-valued function to be determined.
In [24], it is shown thatα=α12±α21, with the sign corresponding to bosonic or fermionic behavior.

7
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expressionψ(x1, x2), xi represents the x-value of the location of particlei. Consequently, x x dx dx,1 2
2

1 2y∣ ( )∣ is
the probability of detecting particle1 in interval[x1, x1+dx1] and particle2 in interval[x2, x2+dx2].

The above relation is thus to be understood as establishing a formal connection between these twomodels, a
connectionwhich can be used to take states from the persistencemodel over to the nonpersistencemodel.

For convenience, one can formally extend x x,1 2IDy ( ) to the entire configuration space, to obtain
state x x,1 2IDyi ( ), in terms of which one can rewrite the above equation as

x x x x x x,
1

2
, , , 71 2 1 2 2 1IDy y y=� ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )

where now(x1, x2) ranges over 2� . Such a formal extension is useful in the sense that now IDy� andψ are both
defined over 2� and both formally live in the same space(a tensor product of two labeled copies of a one-
particleHilbert space). However, the formal extensionmakes the reading of the labelsmore
complicated:althoughx1, x2 on the right hand side are particle labels as before, x1 on the left is the location of
the leftmost eventwheneverx x1 2- , but the location of the rightmost event wheneverx1>x2.

If the two particles(as viewed in the persistencemodel) are confined to disjoint regions on the left and right
sides, thenα reduces toα12. Further, owing to the isolation between the particles, the surviving amplitude can
bewritten as a product of two amplitudes, one related to each particle. Thus, in the state
formulation, x x x x,1 2 a 1 b 2IDy f f=( ) ( ) ( ), wherefa,fb can be viewed as one-particle states of labeled particles
which have no common support. Under these circumstances, the observablex1 in the nonpersistencemodel,
which by default is the x-location of the left-most event, gains the additionalmeaning of the x-location of
particle1. Thus, in this limiting case, one recovers reidentifiability, and one has justification tomodel each of the
particles as a distinct entity without regard for the other.

3.3.1. Comparison withDirac’s interpretation of the symmetrization procedure
Weare now in a position to contrast the understanding of identical particles developed abovewith theDirac’s
interpretation of his symmetrization procedure. According toDirac, ‘if a system in atomic physics contains a
number of particles of the same kind, e.g. a number of electrons, the particles are absolutely indistinguishable
fromone another’ [7, section 54]. That is, in our terminology, the system can be describedwithin the persistence
model(so that the identical particles aremodeled as persistent entities), but no observations are capable of
reidentifying these particles.

In order to formalize this idea, Dirac proposed that a systemof identical particles be describedwithin a
labeled tensor product of single-particle subspaces by states that are symmetric or antisymmetric in the subspace
labels, and that observables be restricted to those that are symmetric in these labels. According toDirac’s
interpretation, in a stateψ(x1, x2) describing two identical particles, i is a particle label, so that xi is the location of
the ith particle. Accordingly, the states IDy andψ in equation (7) are interpreted as states in the
same(persistence)model, and equation (7) itself is interpreted as away of (anti-)symmetrizing the
stateψ(itself obtained by solving for the eigenstates of ameasurement operator symmetric in the particle labels)
in order to generate a physically legitimate state, IDy .

However, as we have detailed in the introduction(see, in particular, footnote 1), Dirac’s understanding of
identical particles(as persistent but not reidentifiable)does not lead to his proposed formalizationwithout the
use of additional assumptions that lack physical justification. This naturally raises the question of whether
Dirac’s formal procedure can be interpreted in a differentmanner. As we have shown above, this is indeed
possible. In essence, we view equation (7)not as ameans of ‘symmetrizing’ a state within a single(persistence)
model, but rather as establishing a connection between the states of the same system as described in two different
models—a persistencemodel and a non-persistencemodel. The fact that we are able to derive equation (7) by
formalizing this interpretation speaks in its favor.

In this connection, we briefly note that the coherency ofDirac’s interpretation—specifically, the view that
the labels in a symmetrized state refer to particles(a view recently dubbed factorism [12])—has previously been
brought into question by several others authors [10–12, 27, 28]. Aswe have pointed out in the Introduction, a
major difficulty withDirac’s particle-label view is that, in a systemof two electrons, both of the electrons have
same reduced state, even if they are associatedwithwidely-separated hydrogen atoms.However, this implies that
each electron is as likely to be found in the vicinity of one atomas the other [10, 11], which is difficult to reconcile
with our usual presumption that, owing to their isolation, one can treat each of these electrons as a distinct
system confined to its respective atom.Given these and related difficulties, Dieks and Lubberdink conclude [10]
that ‘the quantummechanical symmetrization postulates do not pertain to particles, as we know them from
classical physics, but rather to indices that have amerely formal significance.’However, such a claim leaves the
challenge of formulating an alternative understanding of these indices which, for instance, is capable of
rendering intelligible the usual procedures for interpretingmeasurement operators. For example, if one applies
the symmetrization procedure to the electrons in a helium atom, themeasurement operator(x1−x2)2 is
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ordinarily interpreted as representing ameasurement of the squared-distance between the two electrons; but it is
unclear howonewould justify such an interpretation if the indices1 and2 have a ‘merely formal significance’.

However, according to the interpretation that we have developed above, the indices do have a physical
significance, the hitherto unexpected complication being that the physical referent of an index depends upon
whether the state in question is viewed as a state within the persistencemodel(inwhich case an index is a particle
label) or the nonpersistencemodel(inwhich case an index is a location label). This interpretation has a number
of ramifications—for instance for the understanding of themeaning ofmeasurement operators and for the
proper understanding of the entanglement of identical particles—whichwill be discussed elsewhere.

4. Complementarity of persistence andnonpersistence

As formulated by Bohr, complementarity expresses a view about the kind of theoreticalmodel that one can
formulate aboutmicrophysical phenomena. As such, it constitutes amajor pillar of Bohr’s interpretation of
quantum theory. Bohr gave a detailed account of the notion of complementarity in his 1927Como lecture [29], a
notionwhich he subsequently developed in a series of papers over the course of the next thirty years. As
originally described in [29](and subsequently elaborated upon in other papers, such as those reprinted in [30]),
complementaritymaintains that, in order to account for data observed in a given experiment on amicrophysical
system(such as an electron diffraction experiment), onemust draw upon elements from two apparently
incompatible classical pictures2.

We note that, after his engagement with the EPRpaper in 1935, Bohr emphasized a different
complementarity [31], namely that between information gained about the samemicroscopic object in different
experimental arrangements. Although this notion of complementarity has beenwidely influential(it can, for
instance, be formalized in terms of quantum state tomography viamutually unbiassed bases [32], and has served
as a basis for some reconstructions of quantum theory [26, 33]), the notion of complementarity that concerns us
here is the original one described in [29]. Its key constituent ideas(whichwe shall subsequently illustrate) can be
abstractly summarized as follows:

1.Need for two incompatible models. A theoretical understanding of experiments on microscopic systems in
general requires the use of concepts drawn from two distinctmodels of the type that are characteristic of
classical physics. Thesemodels are incompatible in the sense that some of core assumptions about the
nature of physical realitymade in onemodel are in conflict with some of the core assumptionsmade in the
other.

2. Synthesis of models.At least some of themodels’ incompatibility arises from abstract assumptions which are
not directly refutable via observation. Accordingly, there is sufficient latitude to combine key features of the
twomodels into a new predictive calculus. The resulting syntheticmodel is not of the classical type, and has
a symbolic or abstract(non-visualizable) character. Nevertheless, it provides a predictive framework for
behavior that in some sense interpolates between that permitted by the originalmodels.

3. Limiting cases.Whereas a quantitative understanding of the phenomena observed in general requires the use
of the syntheticmodel, certain physical situations can be understood using only one of the originalmodels.
Correspondingly, in certain limiting cases, the behavior predicted by the syntheticmodel approximates to
that predicted by one of the originalmodels.

4.1.Wave andparticle
We illustrate the above-mentioned key features of complementarity via Bohr’s paradigmatic example of the
wave and particlemodels of the electron.

First, according to the particlemodel, the electron is a point-like entity that has a definite position at each
time. In contrast, thewavemodel treats the electron as a delocalizedwave-like object3. Each of thesemodels
paints a clear, visualizable conception of the electron, but aremanifestly incompatible—an electron cannot

2
The following are representative quotations from [29]: 1. ‘The very nature of quantum theory thus forces us to regard the space-time

coordination and the claimof causality, the union ofwhich characterizes the classical theories, as complementary but exclusive features of
the description[...].’ (p 580, para. 3). 2. ‘The two views of the nature of light are rather to be considered as different attempts at an
interpretation of experimental evidence inwhich the limitation of the classical concepts is expressed in complementary ways.’ (p 581,
para. 1).
3
In classical physics, one often regards a ‘wave’ (such as awater wave, or awave on a string) as underpinned by local disturbances over a

region of space. In such cases, ‘wave’ ismerely a collective noun that refers to a set of synchronized local disturbances, and so has no
fundamental existence in and of itself. However, in thewavemodel of an electron, such an underpinning is not presumed, so that ‘wave’ is
taken to refer to an unanalyzed, delocalized object.
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simultaneously be a localized point-like object as well as a delocalized object. Yet, the need for bothmodels is
made plausible by the existence of experimental phenomena(such as diffraction) associatedwith electrons
where detections are point-like whereas the distribution of detections is wave-like.

Second, the particlemodel’s assumption that an isolated electron is continuously localized is not directly
testable—the observational data consists only of point-like detections(modeled as interactions between the
electron and the detector) at discrete times.Hence, although themodels themselves are at odds if their core
assumptions are regarded as strictly true, theremay be sufficient latitude to synthesize key features of these
models whilst remaining consistent with observations. Such a synthesis was first proposed by de Broglie in his
composite wave-particlemodel of the electron, a proposal that culminated in Schroedinger’s wavemechanics.
In the latter synthesis, thewave aspect is reflected in an evolvingwavefunction, while the particle aspect is
reflected in the projection(or Born) rule, enabling themodel to incorporate behavior that is characteristic of
each of the originalmodels. Unlike thewave or particlemodels, the syntheticmodel is noncommital as to the
nature of the electron, and accordingly has a relatively abstract character.

Third, there are limiting situations inwhich the behavior of an electron is well-modeled by the particle
picture. Such a situation obtains, for example, when an electron is subject to potentials that are sufficiently
slowly varying in space and time, and to positionmeasurements that are sufficiently coarse. Additionally, in such
limiting situations, the syntheticmodel approximates to a statistical particlemodel.

4.2. Persistence and nonpersistence
Wave–particle complementarity suggests that the assumption of continuous localization, a notion extrapolated
from everyday perception, does not enjoy absolute validity in themicroscopic realm.We propose that the
assumption of persistence is similarly restricted in its validity. Furthermore, we propose that the understanding of
identical particle-like events requires a synthesis of complementary persistence and nonpersistencemodels,
analogous to theway that localization(‘particle’) and delocalization(‘wave’)models need to be combined in
order to understand individualmicroscopic events.

Our proposal is based on the following considerations. First, through an operational analysis of an
experiment inwhich identical particle-like events are registered at each instant(section 2), we have seen that one
can construct two distinctmodels. One of these assumes that successive detections are underpinned by persistent
underlying entities(‘particles’), whilst the other assumes that no such entities exist, but rather that the events at
each instant are themanifestation of a single abstract ‘system’.

Second, we have demonstrated that thesemodels can be synthesized to derive a quantum symmetrization
procedure for describing the behavior of a systemof identical particle-like events. This derivation not only places
a formally ad hoc formal procedure on a clear operational and logical foundation, but also naturally resolves the
difficulty in reconciling the assertion that identical particles are nonpersistent or not reidentifiable with their
manifest reidentifiability in particular situations(section 3.2).

Third, we assert that persistence and nonpersistence are complementary descriptions of identical particle-like
events on the grounds that the persistence and nonpersistencemodels satisfy the three key features of
complementarity, as follows.

First, these twomodels aremutually exclusive in the sense that theymake contradictory assumptions about
whether or not successive individual detections are underpinned by individual persistent entities. Consequently,
the statement that ‘this detectionwas caused by the same object as a previous detection’ ismeaningful in the
first(persistence)model but not the second.

Second, despite their contradictory nature, thesemodels can be synthesized.That this is possible is due to
the fact that the bothmodelsmake claims about the nature of the entity of entities that exist in between the
detections, claims that can(by their very nature) only be indirectly probed via experiment. Insofar as the
syntheticmodel combinesmodels thatmake conflicting claims as to the nature of the entity (or entities) that
underpin the detections, the syntheticmodel cannot, in general, be interpreted as positing that the detections
are or are not underpinned by persistent entities, and is, in that sense, abstract in comparisonwith
the originalmodels. As we have seen, the synthesis is formally realized by using the persistencemodel to
calculate amplitudes that are then combined to generate an amplitude in the nonpersistencemodel. The
resulting syntheticmodel allows for behavior intermediate between that allowed by the two original
models.

Third, in the limiting case where an electron is isolated(as judgedwithin the persistencemodel), it can be
regarded as if persistent, and treated entirely within the persistencemodel. Correspondingly, in this limiting
case, the syntheticmodel yields the same predictions as the persistencemodel.
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4.3. Parallel betweenwave–particle and persistence–nonpersistence complementarities
The above considerations suggest that there is a close conceptual parallel betweenwave–particle and the
proposed persistence–nonpersistence complementarities.We now construct amore precise formal parallel
between them.

One of the difficulties in clearly understanding Bohr’s formulation of complementarity is that it refers to
classicalmodels, namely the ‘wave’ and ‘particle’model, which are not precisely defined, andwhose synthesis is
far from transparent. For this reason, a derivation of quantum theory inwhich the quantum formalism can be
interpreted as arising from the synthesis of two apparently contradictory pictures would bemost useful. Our
previous operational derivation of Feynman’s formulation of quantum theory [26] supports such an
interpretation.

We begin by noting that, in Feynman’s formulation of quantum theory, one can interpret the Feynman
amplitude sum rule as a succinct formal encapsulation of Bohr’s notion of wave–particle complementarity.
Specifically, in the context of an electron double-slit experiment, there are twomodels of the electron(see
table 1,first column). In the ‘particle’model, the electron is treated as a localized, particle-like entity that
traverses one slit or the other in its passage from the source to a given point on the screen. In the ‘wave’model,
the electron is treated as a delocalized object aboutwhich all one can say is that it passes through the silts. The
amplitude sum rule posits a relationship between the transition amplitudes in these twomodels.

In our previous reconstruction of Feynman’s formulation, we have shown that the Feynman sum rule can be
derived using the postulate that(roughly speaking) the amplitudes of the two possible paths in the particle-
model determine the amplitude of the ‘path’ in thewave-model. A benefit of this reconstruction is that the two
models being synthesized are precisely defined in operational terms. For example, the ‘particle’model consists
solely in being able to assert that a systempassed through one slit or the other in its passage from source to screen
—no additional properties(such asmass, energy ormomentum) or associated classicalmechanical equations of
motion are implicitly included in themodel. Thus, we shall now interpret this derivation as showing, in precise,
operational terms, howBohr’s wave–particle complementarity can be viewed as the basis of a constructive
derivation of the Feynman sum rule, in the sameway that we have shown that the proposed persistence–
nonpersistence complementarity provides the basis of a derivation of Feynman’s symmetrization procedure.

As shown in the table 1, the derivation of the Feynman sum rule allows us to exhibit a precise formal parallel
between the two complementarities. In each case, twomodels are synthesized. One of thesemodels permits an
analysis of the situation into abstract parts—‘the electron passes from the source to screen via one slit or the
other’ or ‘the identical particles that underpin the particle-like flashesmake a direct or an indirect transition
fromone time to the next’. This analysis allows two distinct amplitudes to be defined and, in principle, calculated
bymaking use of theDirac–Feynman amplitude-action quantization rule [34] and an appropriate classical
model of the situation. In contrast, in the othermodel, no such analysis is possible—all one can say is that ‘the
electron passes from the source to screen via the slits’ or that ‘two identical particle-like events occur at each of
two successive times’. One can associate a transition amplitudewith such an unanalyzed process, but its
calculation appears impossible if one remainswithin the compass of thismodel because no corresponding
classicalmodel exists. Although the twomodels in each case are contradictory in their assumptions, they can be
synthesized:if one posits that the two amplitudes in each analyticmodel determines the amplitude in the
corresponding non-analyticmodel, it is possible to derive the formof the functional formof the relationship
between the amplitudes.

An important distinction between the two complementarities, however, deserves to be noted. As shown in
[26], the Feynman sum rule can be regarded as arising from a connection between two distinct experimental
arrangements—one inwhich there are which-way detectors at each slit, the other inwhich there is a single large
detector covering both slits [26]. That is different from the interpretationwe are adopting here, namely that the
sum rule is a connection between twomodels(‘particle’ and ‘wave’) of the same arrangement inwhich there is a
single large detector. However, in the derivation of the Feynman symmetrization procedure for identical
particles described here, only one of these two options is available:the symmetrization procedure arises from
the connection between two distinctmodels of the same experimental arrangement. Thus, the symmetrization
procedure seems to express the notion of complementarity at a deeper level, namely as a synthesis ofmutually-
exclusivemodels of the same situation.

5.Discussion

It is widely believed that identical particles differ fromnonidentical particles in that the former lack persistence
or reidentifiability.We have pointed out the deficiencies of such a view, and proposed instead that the
specialness of identical particles lies in the fact that both persistence and nonpersistencemodelsmust be
employed in order to cover their full range of behavior.We have proved the viability of this viewpoint by
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showing how the Feynman andDirac symmetrization procedures that are employed to treat systems of identical
particles can be systematically derived through a synthesis of the persistence and nonpersistencemodels.We
have also indicated how reidentifiability emerges in a context-dependentmanner.

We have further shown that the persistence and nonpersistencemodels, and themanner of their synthesis,
satisfy the key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of complementarity. On this basis, we have proposed that the
quantal behavior of identical particles reflects a complementarity of persistence and nonpersistence, analogous to
theway inwhich the behavior of an individual electron is rendered intelligible through Bohr’s wave–particle
complementarity. Finally, we have constructed a precise parallel between these two complementarities, which
brings their conceptual similarities and dissimilarities into sharper focus.

We concludewith a few brief remarks onwhichwe expect to elaborate elsewhere.
1.Relationship between the two complementarities.The parallel between the persistence–nonpersistence and

wave–particle complementarities raises the question of whether there is a single broader perspective fromwhich
both complementarities can be seen to emerge, and indeedwhether other related complementarities exist.We
leave this question open, apart fromnoting the presence in each of an essential tension between ‘whole’ and
‘part’. That is, in each complementarity, onemodel permits analysis into ‘parts’ (either due to the assumption of
persistence or the assumption of continuous localization)whereas the other describes the situation as an
unanalyzedwhole.

2.Relation between the quantummechanical and quantum field theoretic models of identical particle-like events.
According to the thesis put forward here, the symmetrization procedures used in the description of identical
particle-like events are a bridge between the quantummechanical descriptions of two differentmodels of
identical particle-like events. This bridge allows one to compute evolving states(or to compute transition
amplitudes in the Feynman picture) in the persistencemodel, and then to combine these in specificways(as
specified by theDirac or Feynman symmetrization procedure) to yield evolving states(or transition amplitudes)
in a nonpersistencemodel.

As the nonpersistencemodel regards all the events recorded at each instant asmanifestations of an abstract
system, the number of these events is a state-determined property(rather than an intrinsic property) of this

Table 1.Parallel between the complementarity interpretations of (i)amplitude sum rule(exemplified by double slit) and
(ii)symmetrization procedure(for two identical ‘particles’).Case(i): given detections at a source and screen, the ‘particle’model posits that
a particle-like object traversed either one slit or the other. The ‘wave’model eschews such an assumption, treating the electron as a
delocalized object(‘wave’). These apparently contradictorymodels can nevertheless be synthesized by positing a functional
relationship,c=F(a, b), between the transitions amplitudes in thesemodels. As shown in [26], the unknown function can be obtained
within a broader derivation of Feynman’s rules, yieldingc=a+b (Feynman’s amplitude sum rule). In the limiting casewhere
‘interference’ can be neglected, a statistical classicalmodel(pc=pa+pb) is recovered.Case(ii): the persistencemodel assumes that
detections are underpinned by persistent entities, an assumption eschewed by the nonpersistencemodel.Model synthesis is enabled by the
assumption that the relationα=H(α12,α21) holds between the amplitudes in thesemodels.Within the Feynman framework,H can be
solved [24] to yield the Feynman formof the symmetrization procedureα=α12±α21, where the sign corresponds to fermionic or
bosonic behavior. The situation is well-described by the persistencemodel if isolation obtains(so that themagnitude of eitherα12 or α21 is
negligible); in this limit, the syntheticmodel predictions reduce to that of the persistencemodel.

Amplitude sum rule Symmetrization procedure

Twomutually-
incompatible
models

‘Particle’ and ‘Wave’models Persistence and nonpersistencemodels

Synthesis of
models

Limiting cases When ‘interference’ can be neglected, a classical par-
ticlemodel applies; correspondingly, the synthetic

model approximates to a statistical classical
model(pc=pa+pb).

If the particles are isolated fromone another as viewed in the
persistencemodel(either α12 or α21 can be neglected), the
system iswell-described by the persistencemodel alone; cor-

respondingly, in the syntheticmodel, a∣ ∣ reduces
to 12a∣ ∣or 21a∣ ∣.
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system. Accordingly, a natural generalization of the nonpersistencemodel considered abovewould allow a
variable number of events to be detected at each instant, and correspondingly allow state-transformations in
which the number of events can change.

One can regard the quantumfield theoretic treatment of identical particle-like events as such a
generalization. It is commonly assumed that, in the quantum field theoretic framework, there are no persistent
entities(apart from the abstract system itself), only ‘excitations’. Fromour standpoint, this is correct only as
long as the (anti-)commutation relations amongst the creation and annihilation operators are not considered.
As these relations ensure that the states in this field theoreticmodel agreewith those of the quantummechanical
model for constant event(or particle)number, the persistencemodel(and the complementarity between
persistence and nonpersistence) implicitly enters once the (anti-)commutation relations are imposed. This
leaves open the question of howone interprets superpositions of states with differing particle numbers from the
complementarity point of view.

3.Connection to everyday experience.Weordinarily assume that the appearances perceived in the present
moment are underpinned by objects that:

(i) persist in the time between these appearances; and

(ii) assume forms that coincide with those of these appearances, not only at the moment of perception but also
during the intervening intervals.

As an extrapolation fromwhat is directly perceived, these assumptions constitute a ‘theory’ developed very early
in life4, and are written into the foundation of classical physics. The above complementarities bring this
extrapolation into question, at two distinct levels:

(i) wave–particle complementarity brings into question the assumption that an object takes the same form
between observations as it does during its appearances.

(ii) persistence–nonpersistence complementarity brings into question the more basic idea that an object exists
between observations and underpins them.

Nevertheless, the synthesis of complementarymodels(wave and particlemodels; or persistence and
nonpersistencemodels) yields a theory that fits the observations. Thus, on the one hand, one can regard
complementarity as pointing to the limitations of our ordinarymodels of the appearances; but, on the other, as
offering a constructive path to transcend these limitations.
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